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Abstract

Volleyball is part of the explosion-based sport, fast in a very short time [10]. Vertical jump is extremely important both phases of attack and in the defense [6]. So attack and block 45% of all game action, and in terms of the achievement points, they represent 80% [11].
For this, it is important to develop effective training programs that will increase the ability of jumpers to volleyball by coaches. In order to achieve these programs, they need to get information on physical issues in general and volleyball in particular [12].
The main goal was to structure a set of exercises and implement them in volleyball training at the juniors level in order to develop the performance indexes of the vertical jump.
Hypothesis research is we assume that by introducing a specially designed exercise complex, we can record higher vertical jump indexes at final testing compared to the initial test.
The plyometric method was used to develop the vertical jump, and the methods of research were the method of data organization and presentation, the graphic method, the mathematical-statistical method, the classification/ordination method, the comparison/reporting method.
The conclusions of the research were that, following the implementation of the vertical jump development program, the working hypothesis was confirmed, is an increase in vertical jump specific parameters.
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1. Introduction

A modern training means a new mentality, both from the coaches and the athletes, and the change of mentality means the shift from the imperative quantity to the desideratum of quality and efficiency, in other words it is necessary to achieve a revival, we might even say reform, regarding introducing the principles of praxiology, which provide strong arguments for
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the restructuring of the methodological concepts for the training of high performance athletes [4].

All the qualities and skills of the individual are in complex relationships both with each other and between them and the efficiency of the game action. They change differently in the sport training process and guide us in their fair appreciation. The most important level is when the indexes that show a higher growth from one stage to the next, as well as the interconnection of this increase with that of the efficiency of this game [8]).

The main objectives of the volleyball training are to develop the sport's performance capability, which is achieved through the development of the quality of motorcycle specific volleyball [5].

Volleyball is part of the explosion-based sport, fast in a very short time [10]. The vertical jump represents the majority of these actions [6]. Attack and block actions make 45% of the total of the game's actions and in terms of the achievement points, they represent 80% [11].

2. Problem Statement

Vertical jump is a combination of two qualities, speed and strength, manifested in as short a time as possible, maximizing the power of the muscle, making an explosion [9].

The level of vertical jumping depends on the number and speed at which neuro-muscular units are involved. Muscle mass is determined by the number of muscle fibers recruited so that speed can allow an early entry into training if the athlete has a good level of development. So you can work to develop this quality.

Plyometric training consists mainly of chain jumping and jumping combinations in all forms.

This training method is an ideal coupling between positive positive training and negative dynamic training.

Due to the variety of exertions, especially the possibilities of changing the working angles, the plyometric allows for the improvement of speed and force, including athletes who are already trained, the plyometric, mainly operating on the stretch/shortening cycle, which occurs almost in all movements of the body during exercise.

The volleyball game, having predominantly speed and skill, combined motor quality called detention, will have to be a priority, speed or force.

Defeated motor quality in volleyball is reported at the highest point of striking the ball in the attack action during a volleyball game, which is the essence of this research.
In order to achieve these programs, they need to get information on physical issues in general and volleyball in particular [12].

When using this training method, specialists recommend taking into account the level of training of the athlete and the intensity used in exercises. As with all phases of physical training, plyometric training must be subject to constant progress in the intensity and difficulty of exercises.

3. Aims of the research

The main goal was to structure a complex of exercises and implement them in volleyball training at the juniors level, in order to develop performance indicators of detention.

The working hypothesis

We assume that by introducing a specially designed exercise complex, we can record higher indices of detente, final testing compared to the initial.

4. Research Methods

- Method of organizing and presenting data
- Graphics method
- The mathematical-statistical method
- Classification / ordering method
- Comparison / reporting method

Organizing and conducting research

Sample of subjects

The subjects of this research are the composition of the national women's volleyball team juniors (table nr.1):

Table 1 Subjects data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Name and surname</th>
<th>Year of birth</th>
<th>Height (cm.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>B.I.A.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>C.M.I.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>D.M.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I.D.I.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>M.C.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The present study was conducted between 01.08.2018 and 31.10.2018 and covered the following stages:

1. **Initial testing:** 01 August 2018;
2. **Implementing the training program:** August – October 2018;
3. **Final testing:** 31 October 2018.

A training program for the development of detention was applied, which focused on the development of the thigh and calf muscles and the plyometric exercises

**Exercise 1:** Standing away from the shoulder (20 kg.) Held on the shoulders, looking ahead obliquely upwards, a semi-flexion followed by a vertical jump;

**Exercise 2:** Standing away in the semi-squats (10 kg sand on the body), the arms stretched back, looking downwards obliquely, running Side levers with the left / right shoulder in the direction of travel;

**Exercise 3:** Jumps up and down on the gym (50 cm) and maintaining the final position (2 sec.) With half-knees and palms on the face;

**Exercise 4:** Downhill from the gym on the ground, on the strong leg, successively long with the other leg and sprint in the distance of 10 m

**Exercise 5:** Standing away from the gym (up to 50 cm), jumping on the cover, landing balanced on both legs, then jumping with the arm's upper arm and stretching them up, landing balanced on the ground, ping, damping, bending the knees and holding for 5 seconds
Exercise 6: High jump, successive over obstacles, landing in a medium balanced position, keeping the position for at least 5 seconds;

Exercise 7: From a distance, knees slightly bent, arms around the body, lightly elbowed, legs on both sides of the Bosu ball, balanced jump with both legs on the ball, high jump and landing with damping in front of the ball in a fundamental position low, holding 5 seconds.

Exercise 8: Jumping on the gym bench, controlling the other side down on the strong foot, jumping on the second gym bench, maximum jump, balanced landing on both legs, at the average fundamental position, preparing the arms and jump to the block.
5. Findings

After applying battery specific exercises to develop the expansion, we see an increase in values jump vertically for block final testing compared with the initial increased values jump vertically for attack, final testing than the original and also we can see an increase in triple jumping values at final testing compared to initial test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Test environments</th>
<th>Difference of average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.I. (cm.)</td>
<td>T.F. (cm.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical jump</td>
<td>32,3</td>
<td>35,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical jump with elan</td>
<td>38,4</td>
<td>40,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple jump in length</td>
<td>6,31</td>
<td>6,81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing table no. 2, we can affirm that there is a visible progress, even if the average difference is relatively small, exists and is due to the specially designed and implemented training program.

The difference in the positive values, reinforces the idea that progress is present in all three samples, and this is due to the training program specifically designed for the development of the combined motive quality, vertical jump.
6. Discussions

Developing vertical jump is a major goal in training because it is an important skill for all volleyball players.

Plyometric training has a significant effect in increasing the power developed by muscle fibers specific to vertical loads, and Bosco “believes that by improving motor unit recruitment and improving the ability of muscles to store kinetic energy in elastic muscle components” [3]. Thus the strength of muscle fibers leads to an increase in the explosive capabilities of the athlete. This explosive transfer is extremely important in the volleyball game [1].

Regardless of the program chosen, it will start with the basic and intermediate exercises, then the intense ones, and finally we can use shock training with the performance athletes, trained. These exercises are always dynamic and explosive, in other words with energy and vitality, to improve the explosiveness and repeatability of movements and techniques.

When using this training method, specialists recommend that account be taken of the athlete's level of training and the intensity used in exercises. As with all phases of physical training, plyometric training must be subject to constant progress in the intensity and difficulty of exercises.

Between speed and force in speed, there are some differences that need to be known [7]:

Vertical jump is characterized by speed in force and must be developed with loads between 30-65% of the possibilities [2];

Force speed develops with loads ranging between 65-80% of the maximum possibilities, which can lead to increased explosive force indices [2].

7. Conclusions

As a result of the present study, the research hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that the use of exercises specifically designed for the development of detention has successfully developed this combined motor quality so important in the volleyball game.

The mottling quality vertical jump in the volleyball game is reported at the highest point of striking the ball in the attack action during a volleyball game, which is the essence of this research.

The higher results obtained in the final test compared to the initial test, entitles us to affirm that this is due to the exercises specifically designed and implemented in the team training program.
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